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We have probably heard all sorts of reminders about the number of shopping days until 
Christmas, as well as feeling the pressure to get our homes, meals, and schedules ready for the 
holidays. It can create a whole lot of stress!  
 
Did you know that God also calls us to prepare for Christmas? It’s a season called Advent. Far 
from being something meant to heighten our holiday stress, Advent is intended to remind us of 
the peace, comfort, and hope that God brought to a world of upheaval, chaos, and darkness so 
long ago. Advent also heightens our anticipation of Jesus’ return to make peace, comfort, and 
hope a permanent reality.  
 
What about today? How does the story of Christmas offer hope in a world that’s still pretty 
chaotic and confusing?  
 
Advent helps us prepare today by: 
1. Helping us resist sanitizing and sentimentalizing the real meaning of Christmas.  
2. Helping us navigate life between what was and what is to come. 

Staying on purpose – You who bring good news to Zion, go up on a high mountain. You 
who bring good news to Jerusalem, lift up your voice with a shout, lift it up, do not be 
afraid; say to the towns of Judah, “Here is your God!” – Isaiah 40:9 

 
This series will begin a deliberate emphasis and theme throughout 2018 for Calvary to truly 
embrace and act on reaching this city. Our city has many needs, fears, questions, hopes and 
dreams. The staff and I truly believe God is calling and positioning Calvary to be a tangible 
source of gospel hope, healing, engagement, guidance, help, and good. We are praying 
expectantly that we as a church will answer this call to “bring good news to the city.”   
 
So, let’s go back before the birth of Jesus, when God’s people were all out of hope. A prophet 
named Isaiah brought a message that reveals how God’s comfort is available even in the 
darkest of times, but it may not come as we expect it to. 
 
1. God’s comfort is uncomfortable at its arrival. (vv.1-4) 

• “We have become so accustomed to the idea of Divine love and of God’s coming at 
Christmas that we no longer feel the shiver of fear that God’s coming should arouse in 
us.; that the God of the world draws near to the people of our little earth and lays claim 
to us.” – Dietrich Bonhoeffer 

• Unless and until you allow the mountain of your pride to be brought down, the sorrow 
and fears of your valleys can never be brought up. 

• “Jesus disrupts our peace before distributing his.” – Leonard Sweet 
 
 
2. God’s comfort is eternal in its focus. (vv. 5-8) Ecclesiastes 3:11, Romans 1:21-25, Luke 2:14 



• What is temporary will fade; if you count on what is temporary as your source of 
permanent comfort, your heart and life will break. Christmas reminds us of the solid, 
steady, reliable, permanence of God’s glory, and calls us to find our comfort there. 

3. God’s comfort is powerful in mercy. (v.2) Mark 1:2-3, Isaiah 53:3-6 

• “God is in the manger, wealth in poverty, light in darkness, succor in abandonment. No 
evil can befall us; whatever men may do to us, they cannot but serve the God who is 
secretly revealed as love and rules the world and our lives.” – Dietrich Bonhoeffer  

• The hope of the manger is realized in the mercy of the cross and the power of the empty 
tomb. 

 
 
Questions to Ponder 

• Discuss the emphasis Kevin talked about toward becoming a church for our city. If 
Calvary has been here for decades, why would this emphasis be necessary? If Calvary 
commits to reaching the city, how will 2018 be different from previous years? 

• How do you and yours “prepare” for Christmas? Do you observe Advent or have other 
traditions? Why is preparation so important? 

• How would you explain the tension between the words of comfort in verse 1, with the 
words of power and authority in verses 3-5? Are these conflicting ideas? Why or why 
not? 

• Why is a sentimentalized, hallmark card, baby Jesus not the real point of Christmas 
hope? 

• Have you experienced the “discomfort” of comfort – the disruption that comes from 
facing the bad news as good news is revealed? Talk about that. Why is it necessary for 
our peace to be disrupted before God’s peace is distributed? 

• While God is certainly can provide comfort and peace in our daily lives, how do you 
respond to God’s comfort coming to us by way of his eternal glory and permanence? 
How does this help us prioritize what really matters? 

•  Have you truly experienced the hope of Christ; not just in the baby of the manger, but 
as the sacrificial Lamb of God, and risen King of kings? 


